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Working through negative emotions: Lingering anger or sadness 
 
When working through an emotional injury, does the resolution process depend on whether one is 
sad vs. angry? From a sample of 242 participants who were distressed about a past interpersonal 
interaction, two groups were identified: individuals who presented with anger (n = 70), and 
individuals who presented with sadness (n = 97). Participants were randomly assigned to expressive 
writing conditions that fostered emotional experiences of either anger-before-sadness or sadness-
before-anger (2x2 design). Conditions differed by only the sequence in which participants wrote 
about anger and sadness. Results showed that the presenting emotional concern and order of anger 
and sadness both significantly predicted post-intervention sadness intensity, whereas only the order 
of emotions significantly predicted post-intervention anger intensity. (a) For participants who 
presented with sadness and wrote about sadness first, sadness intensity significantly decreased from 
pre- to post-intervention. (b) Those who presented with sadness but wrote about anger first, did not 
experience a significant pre-post change in sadness. (c) Among participants who presented with 
anger and wrote about anger first, anger intensity significantly decreased from pre to post-
intervention. However, (d) individuals who presented with anger and wrote about sadness first, did 
not report a pre-post change in anger intensity.  The most beneficial sequence of emotion, depends on 
one’s target emotion. Furthermore, irrespective of group, participants reported lower post-
intervention levels of the emotion that they wrote about first, relative to those who wrote about that 
emotion second, suggesting that the last emotion in a sequence is particularly influential in the 
amount of change. 
 
